Rental Bicycle
Information

1.

2.
3.

DO NOT SHIFT GOING UPHILL - Serious damage to the
bike’s drivetrain can result. Anticipate hills and shift before
you get there.
Weight forward on the saddle for uphills, back or behind
the saddle for downhills.
Use both brakes at the same time for efficiency. Left brake
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Additional Information

garnet hill

Selecting a bicycle - Bicycles are sized by frame size. All
the adult bicycles have 26” wheels. Frame size is either XS, SM,
M, L, XL, and XXL. To determine the best bike for you - select a
bike and stand over the top tube with your feet flat on the
ground. Grab the handlebars and lift the front wheel off the
ground. You should be able to lift it 2” or so off the ground before
it hits your crotch. Helmet use in mandatory. Helmets should fit
snug on the forehead and the back of the head. With the chin
strap attached, the helmet should not “roll back” off your head.
Shifting, You don’t have to memorize all the gears. Using
the left hand shifter - the smallest chainring (#1) in the front is
the easiest gear. The largest gear (#1), right hand shifter is the
easiest gear . This combination - small chainring in front, large
gear in back is the absolute easiest combination and is best for
the biggest hills. For easier terrain and on the roads - use other
combinations of the middle and large chainring in the front. Try
and avoid “uneven” gear combinations - for example the small
chainring #1 in front and a small gear in back #6 or #7. Shift to a
bigger chainring in the front. Shift while pedaling. Most of the
rental bikes have “rapid - fire” type shifters - one button moves
the gear one way, and the other button moves it in the opposite
direction. A quick spin in the parking lot will familiarize you with
your bike’s shifting. Momentum - keep your momentum up to
make it up hills. Anticipate the hill coming up and downshift go to an easier gear. You can’t downshift when you are at the hill
only before. Pay attention! Riding on trails requires constant attention to avoid roots, rocks, logs, and other obstacles.
Stop riding to enjoy the view.

lever is the front brake - Right brake lever is the rear brake
Avoid Front brake only use - it could lock the front
wheel and propel you over the handlebars!
4. Know your limits! Walk! Do not attempt trails that you
are unsure of or that are beyond your ability.
5. Do not remove any parts from the bicycle. Any cost incurred
in repair or replacement will be charged to your bill.
6. Tool kits and pumps are available upon request.
7. Water is available at the bike shop, lodge, & North Acres
8. Please report any mechanical problems with a rental bike
to a staff member. Also please report any dangerous trail
conditions to the lodge or bike shop. Have a Great Day!
Beginners - The easiest riding is on the roads in the area and
the Old Faithful trail. Old Faithful is best ridden in the easy direction (marked easy way bikes) and it begins near the ski shop.
Additional easy trails are Apple Way, and Mt. View located near
North Acres Farm.
Intermediate & Advanced - Sample Trapper Trail, Cougar,
Blue Jay, Solitude - and mix it up with some single track trail
sections. Ask at the bike shop for help in route planning - the
variety is endless!
Single Track Trails - These trails are marked with numbers
#1, #2, etc. Most of these trails are best as downhill rides but can
be ridden in either direction. (the bike map shows downhill direction marked by an arrow). Use the ski trails for climbing, single
track for downhills.
Closed Trails - Some trails are not maintained for summer
use. Seasonally or temporarily closed trails will have a rope
closing the trail. Do not bike on closed trails.
Shuttle Bus Service - Garnet Hill runs a “bike downhill - ride
back” shuttle bus service on selected days. Bike riders can tour
around the trails at Garnet Hill riding uphill and down, eventually riding down to Rt. 28 and the pick-up location. You must
sign up at the bike shop to be picked up!

The Garnet Hill cross-country
ski trails, single track bike
trails, and area roads combine
for great mountain biking.
Use this map and guide to
plan your bike adventures.

